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"'''"' Failure of Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Header Pressure Return Line Due to Cyclic
Vibratinn and Chafino Aaainst Skid Frame
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On 12/9/85, while operating in the cold shutdown mode, Dnergency Diesel Generator
(EDG) "A" was running for retest after routine maintenances At approximately 1615
hours, fuel oil was observed leaking out frcn under the maintenance deck platee
'Ihe EDG was innodiately unloaded and shutdown to cut off all fuel flow and prevent
further leakages Upon inspection, a small perforation was discovered in the fuel.

oil header pressure return line tubing. Subsequent investigation revealed the
defect was caused by excess vibration of the tubing at a point where the tubing ran
very close to the skid framee During operation of the diesel, the tubing made
contact with the skid frame and eventually chafed through the tubing wall. As'

corrective action, subject tubing was replaced by stainless steel piping, re-routed
and rebraced to alleviate the prob 1 cme
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Ch 12/9/85, with the plant operating nonnally in the cold shutdown mde, the "A"
Bnergency Diesel Generator (EDG) was on a retest nin being n turned to service
after routine maintenance. We subject EDG is a 4986KW, 14CL , Colt-Pielstick
PC-2V. At approximately 1615 hours, the operator observed a small amount of fuel
oil leaking out frm underneath the maintenance deck plate on the left side of the
EDG (viewing frcm the drive end) . The operator irinediately unicoded and shutdown
the EDG to cutoff fuel flow and prevent further leakage.

Upon inspection, a small perforation was discovered in the fuel oil return line.
Wis line is vendor supplied, skid mounted 1 " O.D. copper tubing. Its function is
to return excess fuel oil frcm the fuel oil return headers to the boundary of the
EDG skid, where it ties into field run piping leading back to the fuel oil day
tank.

Subsequent investigation revealed that the defect was caused by excess vibration of
the tubing at a point where the tubing was routed very close to the skid fram.
Since the tubing support was inadequate at that point, vibration during diesel
operation caused contact between the tubing wall and the skid frame. This
eventually led to penetration of the tubing and hence, leaking.

%e "A" EDG was then tagged out of service. The "B" EDG was inspected for similar
type problms and determined to be operable as required by Technical Specification
3.8.1.2.b. However, the fuel oil return line on the "B" EDG did show minor signs
of chafing in areas but not to the extent of the "A" EDG. his is attributed to
the fact that the "A" EDG has nearly twice the running hours; 693 as empared to
352 hours on the "B" EDG. As a precautionary neasure, the tubing on the "B" EDG
was tmporarily padded in areas of potential contact with rigidly cupported parts.
In addition, smo tenporary bracing was installed to lessen tubing vibration.

As corrective action, a pennanent de. sign change was mde to replace the 1 " O.D.
copper tubing with 1" socket welded, Schedule 105 stainess steel piping of standard
wall thickness. 'Ihe new line was also rerouted and rebraced to eliminate any
chance of interference with the skid fram or skid mounted parts. This
mdification was also mde to the "B" EDG upon cmpletion of all work on the "A"
EDG.

There were no safety implications to the public as the plant was in normal cold
shutdown mode with "B" EDG maintained operable in accordance with Technical Spec-
ification 3.8.1.2.b.

This report is being sidxnitted as required by 10CFR50.73(a) (2) (v) due to the generic
type prcblems associated with this equipent.
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December 31, 1985

MP-8551

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Peference: Facility Operating License No. NPF-44
Docket No. 50-423
Poportable Occurrence RO 50-423/85-001-00

Gentler,en:

This letter forwards Licensee Event Report 85-001-00, required to be sub-
mitted within thirty days pursuant to 10CRF50. 73 (a) (2) (v) , any event or
condition that alone could have prevented the fulfilhnent of the safety
function of structures or systens that are needed to control the release of
radioactive material.

Yours truly,

NORTHEAST NUCLEMI ENERGY CO@ANY

FOR: Wayne D. Rcraberg
Station Superintendent

Millstone Nuclear Power Station

BY:
James J. Kelley, Jr.

Station Services Superintendent
Millstone Nuclear Power Station
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Attachment: LER 50-423/85-001-00 )

cc: Dr. T. E. Purley, Pegion I )
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